What scholarly infrastructure has supported this STS formation?
As a research group situated outside of the university, iHub Research’s experiences help to shed light on
scholarly infrastructures and their e ects. We noted for example the need for better publishing models to
ensure relevant work is openly accessible by intended audiences. For example, because iHub Research did not
have the budget to cover the $2,000 USD Article Processing Charge (APC) to make a paper “Open Access,” the
paper is now behind a paywall and very few will probably be able to read it. This highlights a key problem with
many of the academic "for development" work both within and outside of STS: few outside of the direct scholarly
community can access the works. This is part of the reason that iHub Research was always keen to publish work
via our own site. However, such a portal also has its limits as it relies on organizational infrastructure that,
without proper management, leadership, funding and strategy, can slowly disappear over time. This is a very
important issue that must be discussed as part of the growth of critical studies of science and technology in
diverse communities around the world. What publishing infrastructures may ensure greater equity of access to
all scholarly outputs?
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